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Abstract. This paper deals with the embodiment design of mechatronic product
and is intended for proposing a novel design support framework based on
multiobjective optimization approaches. This framework builds design
architectures by aggregating solution principles presented within a
morphological matrix. Then, the solution principles are analyzed against
compatibility. This compatibility analysis results in a design structure matrix.
Once this compatibility analysis has been performed, the optimization
framework developed in this paper is applied to find combination of solution
principles. We showed the application of our framework for the embodiment
design of a wind turbine.
Keywords: Design process, Mechatronic product, multiobjective optimization,
Design Structure Matrix, Embodiment design.

1

Problematic

A product is designed [1] to satisfy a need expressed by a client or provide a
service to him. A wide number of contributions were carried in the field of design
engineering to propose different design processes and methods. They all describe
them as a phase-type process of different granularity with phases such as [1]:
clarification of the task [2, 3], conceptual design [4-6], embodiment design [7, 8], and
detail design [9, 10]. Our research works are therefore intended to propose new design
methods and tools, based on multiobjective optimization approaches, to develop more
efficient, more innovative mechatronic systems [11, 12] integrating more features,
requiring less time to design them and being cheaper. This paper focuses on the
support of the embodiment design of mechatronic systems, not only in terms of
architecture generation but also in architecture selection. To use optimization tools, it
is required to express the design problem as an optimization problem, including
several criteria and constraints, in a mathematical form.
This paper is divided in four parts. The first part presents a literature review on
methods used within the embodiment design phase to generate and select

architectures. The second part details our framework and its implementation. The
third part shows the application of the presented framework to the embodiment design
of a wind turbine. The fourth and final part exposes a conclusion and introduces
research directions for the future research.
A specialized company asked us to solve a problem related to the design of wind
turbines. This company wants to improve the performance of their wind turbines
regarding its design strategy. In this strategy, engineers are independently designing
and optimizing the different components of the wind turbine. Whilst the components
are themselves optimal, it does not produce an optimal global wind turbine, as the
problem is nonlinear and non-convex. With the company, we defined the objectives
of our design problem and the functional architecture of the turbine [12] shown in
figure 1. This approach includes three phases: the first phase deals with the definition
of the functional architecture, the second one aims developing subsystems from the
mechatronic system, and the third one integrates the subsystems within the global
mechatronic system and optimizes this integration.
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Fig. 1. Developed design method, presented in [12]

The preliminary study realized by the company shows that, in the installation site,
the wind distribution at 50 meters follows a Weibull distribution with shape parameter
equal to 2.39 and scale parameter equal to 12.02 m/s. After this study, we defined
with the company the functional architecture of the turbine that leads to the definition
of the following technical functions shown in table 1. Then we defined the
morphological matrix the solution principles that can be applied to realize each
technical function.They then entrusted us to find the optimal layouts by selecting and
combining the solution principles defined in the matrix in order to: 1) Maximize the
energy produced and supplied to the cottage. 2) Minimize the cost of energy. 3)
Maximize the reliability of the wind turbine.

Table 1. Solution principles for the wind turbine
Technical functions
Capture wind energy
Maintain in high altitude

Rotor with blades
Tower

Adjust altitude
Adjust power

Cable
Gearbox

Produce electricity

Single phase
synchronous
machine
Hypersynchronous
cascade
Battery
Single phase rectifier
Chopper
Single phase inverter
Processor

Adjust velocity
Store produced electricity
Convert AC to DC power
Adjust DC voltage
Convert DC to AC power
Supervise the system

2

Solution principles
Structure filled with
helium gas
None
Multi-ratio gear
transmission
Three phase
synchronous
machine
Hyposynchronous
cascade
Supercapacitor
Three phase rectifier
None
Three phase inverter
Embedded system

Three phase
asynchronous
machine

None
None

Literature review

The literature review focuses on matrix approaches and tools that have been
developed to support the design process. Matrix methods are mainly used when the
architectures are modifications of already existing products, which is the case for
most designs [13]. The authors think that inventive design approaches are mainly used
to solve problems when existing architectures are not enough efficient. The matrices
are typically used to map and visualize relations between properties of the product
and/or activities in the design process. One example of such a matrix method is the
House of Quality from Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [14, 15] where customer
requirements are mapped to engineering characteristics [16]. Suh [17] developed a
system design methodology based on a matrix approach to systematically analyze the
transformation of customer needs into functional requirements, design parameters and
process variables. The design matrix from axiomatic design maps the relationship
between the functional requirements and the design parameters. Axiomatic design is
based on two axioms, the independence and information axioms, which are based on
the properties of matrix and should lead to a “good” design [18].
The design structure matrix (DSM) provides a simple, compact, and visual
representation of a complex system that supports innovative solutions to
decomposition and integration problems. This DSM can be useful to identify
compatibilities, incompatibilities and dependencies between the different solution
principles[19]. In 1948, Fritz Zwicky [20, 21] introduced morphology as a method of
thinking whose idea is to systematically search for a solution to a problem by trying
out all possible combinations in a matrix. Also named morphological box or chart in
the literature, the morphological matrix is created by decomposing the main function
of the product into subfunctions, using methods such as the Functional Analysis
System Technique [2, 22, 23], that are listed on the vertical axis of the matrix.
Possible solution principles for each function are then listed on the horizontal axis. To

form complete system architectures, various solution principles are combined to
create different architectures.
The quantified matrix [16] gives the engineer immediate access to approximated
properties of the complete system. Every potential subsolution is described either with
physical or statistical equations, or a combination of these. Useful measures of merits
are thereby quantified for each solution alternative. By aggregating the properties for
the chosen subsolutions a quantified value of the complete system can be obtained. To
create the quantified matrix, mathematical models of the solution principles should be
established first. These models express the principles as functions of the requirements
and other parameters. The properties of a solution element are also often dependent
on other solution elements within the chosen architecture, and one solution principle
might require or exclude other solution principles for other functions.
If the quantified matrix is implemented in a computerized environment,
multiobjective optimization algorithms could be used to search for a set of optimal
architectures, known as Pareto-optimal solutions [25, 26]. In the next section, a
mathematical framework is presented that facilitates the formulation of the
multiobjective optimization problem.

3
Multiobjective optimization-based embodiment design
framework
This section details the multiobjective optimization framework we developed to
support the embodiment design process of mechatronic systems based on the
morphological matrix and the design structure matrix used to formalize the
compatibility and dependency relationships between the solution principles. These
matrices should be used within a mathematical to formulate the multiobjective
optimization framework.
The objectives of the multiobjective optimization-based embodiment design
framework detailed in this section. For each technical function expressed in the
functional architecture, solution principles or technical solutions are extracted from
solution databases. These solution principles shape the morphological matrix (see
Table 1). A compatibility analysis is then performed to identify incompatibility and
dependency relationships between each pair of solution principles. This analysis is
synthetized using the design structure matrix. The objective of the multiobjective
optimization-based embodiment design framework is then to combine some solution
principles in order to build mechatronic products that concretize all technical
functions. Input data from our framework is then the morphological matrix
summarizing the solution principles that can be considered to realize a given technical
function, and the output data are possible architectures for the mechatronic system.
3.1

The multiobjective optimization framework

In the following, we detail how this formalization can be integrated within a global
multiobjective optimization framework to generate and select solution architectures.

During the functional architecting phase, ahead from the embodiment design, the
product has been described by a set of technical functions that have to be translated
into a solution architecture, and evaluation criteria and constraints have been defined
from the customer requirements, the standards, the legislation, etc. This functional
architecture as well as the evaluation criteria and constraints constitute the input data
from our optimization framework. Figure 2 presents the optimization framework we
developed in order to support the embodiment design process of mechatronic devices.
This framework has five steps:
• The first step analyzes the compatibility and dependency relationships between
the solution principles from the morphological matrix. This analysis aims to
identify combination rules for the solution principles. The design structure matrix
is considered to formalize this analysis.

Fig.2. Our optimization-based embodiment design framework

•

•

The second step aims to translate the morphological and design structure
matrices, as well as the evaluation criteria and constraints from the design
problem as a multiobjective optimization problem. This translation is performed
using the mathematical formulation that will be presented in subsection 3.2.
The third step is intended for solving the problem defined in the previous step
using multiobjective optimization algorithms or heuristics. This problem solving
process leads to the definition of solution architectures built by combining the
solution principles, defined in the morphological matrix, according to the
combination rules extracted from the compatibility analysis. The multiobjective-

oriented approach has the effect of proposing not one but several optimal
solutions, commonly represented as the Pareto frontier.
• The fourth and final step evaluates the solution architectures resulting from the
optimization algorithms regarding the evaluation criteria and constraints and
selects the best satisfactory architectures. This evaluation and selection process
uses multicriteria decision analysis and decision-making tools, such as Electre,
Prométhée [27]. If no architecture fits the requirements, more solution principles
may be added in the morphological matrix and new architectures may be defined.
If the process still fails to find a satisfactory solution, inventive solutions [24, 28,
29] should perhaps be required to solve the problem. This inventive architecture
creation is not detailed in this paper.
In this subsection, we presented our multiobjective optimization framework
intended for computerizing the product architecting process of mechatronic devices.
This framework however requires translating the morphological and compatibility
matrices under a mathematical optimization problem. In the next subsection, we detail
how we realized this translation.
3.2

Mathematical formulation of the optimization framework

This subsection aims to propose a mathematical formulation of the optimization
framework detailed in the previous subsection. This mathematical formulation is used
to perform the step 2 in our framework, presented in figure 1, related to the definition
of the optimization problem.
The evaluation of the different architectures uses criteria and constraints based on
the customer requirements and expressed during the functional analysis phase: some
evaluation criteria (named Cα) described as an objective function to minimize or
maximize, and inequality (named Γβ) and equality constraints (named Φγ). These
elements depend on the characteristics of the architecture. We may then define each
criteria and constraints as functions of the characteristics of the architecture,
represented by the vector (X,y) and external parameters ψ such as the characteristics
of the environment.

(1)
Where : mi correspond to the number of solution principles available for the
function i, and m= max(mi), ∀ ϵ{1,…,n}. NC, NΓ, NΦ respectively correspond to the
number of criteria, inequality constraints and equality constraints defined in the
design problem. And :

(2)
The problem stated in the equation (1) can be solved using multiobjective
optimization algorithms [30] such as NSGA-II [31], MOGA [32]. The next
subsections present an implementation of the mathematical framework as an
optimization framework and as a Java software tool.
3.3

Implementation of the optimization framework

The optimization framework presented in 3.1 and the mathematical framework
introduced in 3.2 should be implemented in a generic computerized framework for
embodiment design and optimization. Figure 3 illustrates the process that includes
support for embodiment design optimization.
In this framework, the morphological matrix is obtained from the search for
solution principles that can be used to realize each technical function. Then, the
optimization algorithm modifies the optimization variables y and the matrix X in
order to optimize the system represented by its model. Models output are processed to
determine values of the objective and constraint functions, which will become the
input to the next iteration of the optimization algorithm, as well as the design structure
outputted by the compatibility analysis. The solution architectures that pass the
evaluation process are filtered using the decision-support approach to select the best
architecture(s).

Fig.3. Implementation of the optimization framework

Based on the set of technical functions (input data of the framework), the “Solution
Principles” aims finding the solution principles that can be considered to concretize
each technical function. These solution principles are then presented within the
morphological matrix (“Morphological Matrix” block). The mathematical formulation
presented in 3.2 is implemented in the optimization framework within the “Objective
and constraint function evaluation” block to evaluate the model outputs and define the
values for the criteria and constraints constituting the optimization problem. The
design evaluation model is determined from the different solution principles are
modeled by a set of equations used to calculate the characteristics of the solution
principle. As formulated in 3.2, the morphological matrix uses a binary representation

whose processing then activates the set of equations related to the selected solution
principles. These solution principles are used to determine the properties of the
complete architecture.
In the next section, we present an application of the presented optimization
framework to the embodiment design of a wind turbine.

4.

Embodiment design of a wind turbine

In this section, we studied one embodiment design example aiming to define solution
architectures for a wind turbine. Based on the morphological matrix presented in
Table 1, we analyzed the compatibilities and dependencies between the solution
principles from the matrix. We mainly considered different rules. For example, to
connect a principle A with a principle B, at least one output port of principle A and
one input port of principle B should have the same type. That means that the
generator outputs an electrical current and can, for example, only be connected to
electrical components (rectifier).
4.1

Compatibility analysis - Design evaluation model

A design evaluation model of the wind turbine has been developed to get a
quantitative evaluation of the architectures generated by the optimization algorithm
regarding the criteria and constraints from the design problem. In order to reduce the
calculation time required for the optimization, we considered simplified static models
that do not require time simulation.
We modeled the aerodynamic model based on the Betz equation [33]. The
aerodynamic power caught by the blades can be expressed by :
Pb=1/2 ρSCp V3
(3)
Where Pb is the power generated by the blades, ρ the density of air, S the surface
covered by the blades, Cp the power coefficient and V the wind speed.
The power coefficient depends of the number of blades, their shapes, their
orientation, and their materials. However this coefficient is usually determined
experimentally using wind tunnels, some empirical relations can be found in the
literature. Among these expressions, we retained this relation that expresses the power
coefficient as a function depending of the number of blades, the material used [34].
Then we modeled Electrical power and energy. Considering the power produced
by the rotor (16), we may express the electrical power Pe supplied to the cottage as a
function of Pb and the power efficiencies ηi of the N components located between the
rotor and the power grid (such as the transmission, generator, storing modules).
Pe=(∏(i=1)N ηi) Pb
(4)
With the wind speed V ranges between 0 m/s and Vmax, P(v=V) the probability of
having wind speed equal to V. This wind distribution follows a Weibull distribution.
Then we express the electrical energy as:
(5)

With

(6)
The second criteria defined in the design problem aims to reduce the cost of
energy. To determine the global cost C, can be expressed as:
C= ∑(i=1)N Ci
(7)
With Ci : cost of the i-th component, and N : number of components in the system.
The reliability of the wind turbine can be expressed using the Mean Time To
Failure (MTTF). In this study, we considered that the reliability law Ri(t) for each
component i follows an exponential law, the reliability law of the overall wind turbine
R(t) can be expressed as:
(8)
4.2

Application of the optimization framework on the case study

We obtained the following optimization problem according to the design problem
expressed in subsection 1.1

(9)
The optimization process therefore aims to identify, for each technical function
exposed in Table 1, the best technical solution to obtain the best combinations of
optimal solutions for the wind turbine.
We implemented the equations (3) to (9) in Matlab in order to computerize the
evaluation and the optimization process. Matlab is then integrated into ModeFrontier
software that has been used to solve that problem. We considered the following
parameters for the optimization problem solving: 1) Algorithm: NSGA II [31];
2) Number of generations: 100; 3) Population size: 100; 4) Crossover probability: 0.2;
Mutation probability: 0.8.
Using optimization, we obtained the results shown in Figure 4. This figure presents
the evaluation of different architectures and parameters (vectors y and ψ in equation
(1) for the three criteria exposed in (9). This figure shows evaluation from the solution
architectures generated by the optimization algorithm regarding cost, energy and

reliability. The first criterion should be minimized and the last two criteria should be
maximized.

Fig.4. Optimization results

In this figure, each scatter point represents the evaluation of the optimization
criteria for several architectures and sets of parameter. Based on this figure, we
selected the marked solution which will be considered as the optimal solution. We
analyzed solutions from the Pareto front (step 4 from our approach) in order to extract
an architecture that will be improved during the detailed design phase. This step is not
furthermore detailed in this paper and will be the subject of future communications.

5.

Conclusion

This paper dealt with the embodiment design of mechatronic devices. In this paper
we proposed a multiobjective optimization framework intended to computerize the
process for combining and selecting solution architectures built by aggregating
solution principles from the morphological matrix. In a first part, we described the
morphological matrix as a multiobjective optimization problem and use the design
structure matrix to analyze the compatibilities between the solution principles. Then,
in a second part, we presented the optimization framework showing how the proposed
mathematical formulation can be integrated within the embodiment design process.
And, in a third part, we exposed how this optimization can be implemented. Finally,
in a final part, we successfully showed how the proposed framework could be used to
solve a case study aiming to design a wind turbine and using Matlab and
ModeFrontier.
This framework however shows weaknesses regarding the time required to
program the optimization problem using Matlab, the efficiency of the implementation

of the optimization framework within Matlab. These weaknesses will be solved using
the dedicated software application that is currently in development. It will be the
object of further communications. Finally, characterizing the optimization framework
using more complex systems can also be seen as an outlook.
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